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LOVE OR LAW? 





Maybe you mixing up in love or investigating reasons of failing in love or leading transactional analysis course or studding 
about opposite gender, by the way I wish you to be happy. Personally I passed all those terms and I asked myself and 
others a lot of questions about Attraction and Repulsion and appearance of emotions. Finally, I indicated kindness is 
higher than love. Because love have an opposite named Hate. So deeply depends to hate. But Kindness is fathomless 
and opposite less as the Creator is. So it’s higher and greater. 
In my opinion what in popular called Love is attraction of two opposite personality and some part of its reasons is 
oppositeness affect and its why it results failing. 
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The impact of surroundings on our feelings 
This is a book for your whole life time and at the same time is an introduction to know ourselves and surroundings. Since 
the life is always going to get better and too many questions are formed in our inside. I prefer to start my conversation by 
asking some questions to make you able to understand what you read. And if you would like use these information in your 
life and others.  
Have you ever asked yourself what kind of insight I should have to evaluate my results without experiencing them and with 
less amount error?  
Have you ever asked yourself why I fall in love in puberty age the same person hits me. These results are contrary to our 
expectations and usually we don’t understand why this happens.  
Have you ever asked yourself why in most cases your children have affected by others instead of you?  
Have you ever asked yourself why when I try to be the one that people care the great distance appears and when I try 
everything is stored then everything gets worse.  
Have you ever asked yourself when you decide to help a friend and imagine in your mind you are having him beside you 
at that time you get far away from him or the worst thing happens between you two.  
Have you ever asked yourself that you are annoyed the way or person that you have never thought? 
Have you ever asked what the difference between feeling and desires is?  And what is the reason for its stimulant.  
Have you ever asked yourself how you are able to end to temptation, thoughts and annoying thoughts or at least try to 
manage them.  
Have you ever asked why in battlefield the soldiers are more cowards, they die earlier than those soldiers who following 
the death?  
Have you ever asked yourself what kind of insight helps us to know the rude and spy people? 
Have you ever asked yourself by which criteria the employees must be selected to reach the best results? 
Have you ever asked how to educate the marketers to sell the maximum products using less advertisement cost or what 
kind of insight should we have to buy the stocks with maximum profit? 
Have you ever asked why the poor people are getting poorer every day and rich people are getting richer every day? Why 
our wishful needs are elusive and when we feel no need to have previous needs, those ones come to us? 
Have you ever asked yourself why so much hope is in despair, is this despair a sign? Or a sensation comes from the 
reality? Why it is like this? And where do we live? Where is our place in this vast creation?  
Does the environment in which we live impresses upon us? How this impression happens? And how it is affected by us?  
What is the definition of determinism and free will in this environment? 
May be there is a blackboard that already it is written: what should I do? But I write on that what shall I do in the future? 
If you would like to get the answer to remedy your unsteady mind and also learn the most new subjects in your life, I 
suggest you come with me maybe you get a different insight that helps you along your life.  
We are close to the hearts of those who we don’t love them in our insides and in the apparent we are fleeing of those who 
love us.  
Truly why that is like this? Is this a law? Is there a way to understand the cause of our relationship? What if there's a way? 
Do you still have to consider the impact of the fundamental laws of creation? 
As I said before we're part of the environment, so we are as a part of the total, then we are affected of those we should try 
to recognize the surroundings. I feel differently my surrounding so that I would like to share my worldview with you dears 
maybe this type of attitude makes you feel happier life. Your happy living, dear reader, is on the best rewards for me.  
I also as some of you, when I got a trauma, I became angry and said to all profanity and I kept repeating these words 
“what the world is this?” but instead of repeating this to rely on the glory, I asked myself “what the world is this and where 
do I live?” after a while I became a little slower and I got my answers.  
Everything began with two magnets. From where that I never imagine “Attraction and Repulsion”, affected by the rule that 
in the creation system agree poles attract each other and opposite poles repel each other. It seems to me principals of 
human relations is affected by such rules. Since the attraction and repulsion are of the creation rules. The laws that human 
have to understand them as concepts because of the type of our creation. I prefer to pass the technical and philosophical 
discourse since I believe the simplest explanation is the correct explanation. I would like the audience also are teenagers.  
I like a little bit of time travel into the past. Please be with me. 
Have you ever met people at first you have had a very strong tent to them and have liked them? Unfortunately, due to any 
cause your relationship has been strained and you have gone to the separation border and in spite of your propensity you 
started a fight. Maybe you've ever asked yourself the greatest persecution of the people you see 
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You see that you had best favor to them. And why the friendship starts with great fervor, ends with pain? And conversely 
the friendship starts unwillingness is more lasting. Why the works we start with unwillingness, more profit comes to us. 
Why traditional people said in the past “to put the cat before the horse” since what always happens in practice is contrary 
to what we have been waiting for. So please pay attention to what you read, and match what you read to your past, maybe 
your and my results be like each other.  
Because of the impact of surrounding on us, “Attraction and repulsion” the amount of willingness that you have in the first 
impression to person of interest is more, then that person in his fundamental belief and operations is your antithesis. That 
means what is important to you is less important to him. Even if he plays a role in front of you, it will not have any effect on 
the law performance. Having this insight helps you to evaluate the future of all relationships without experiencing it. You 
make a decision with the knowledge and authority to start that relationship or avoid that.  
Let me add to detailed assessment of thoughts, IQ, personality and feelings of person of interest, you must have his 
human map, surrounding map and map of connections between human and surroundings, but regarding to what you read 
and understood you can know your person of interest with the low error rate and evaluate the result of his relationship.  
To investigate the relationship you should make a chart of what's important to you. This chart should be such a way that 
what is important for you places on one side of the chart and the other point is on the other side. In general traits that you 
draw in charts should be in a way that from a philosophical point of views the front points are within its own. For example: 
 What is important for you What is important for your person of interest 
1 Being regular Irregularities 
2 Politeness Naughty 
3 Patient  Hasty  
4 Being honest Sly 
5 Kindness Rough 
6 Being gracious Curmudgeon 
7 Humanity selfish 
8 Happiness Sad 
9 Fact-oriented Idealist 
10 Introverted Extrovert 
 
And much more other human being issues if we want to write it more accurate it takes more than ten pages with details 
and it’s not necessary to evaluating the relationship, my aim just is to understand your thought reactions and mental 
images over the person of interest. And recognize the reason of feeling forms in your inside and why it happens? 
I prefer my audiences are teenagers and young adults who are the newcomers of the relations world and due to lack of 
awareness of themselves and their surroundings stand severe trauma to be able evaluate their person of interest based 
on experiences but unfortunately they never forget these bad memories until they die. And some of them lives with this 
believe not to trust anyone since they are wrong, as over-reliance is indulge then too distrust is also a wastage. Indulge 
and wastage are indicators of the weakness and lack of proper awareness and I am positive relying on this insight you can 
recognize the error by at least try to how and when you should trust or not and easily you can find your person of interest. 
And you can recognize how and when you trust your feelings or not, you can recognize who is similar to you and who is 
your opposite. Finally what you call Love is the attraction between two people. (That is why like is better than love, 
because it doesn’t lies in the mind and time.  
I propose to begin connecting with people who you are avoiding them with no reason. After a while you will see no one 
has been this much close to you in terms of personality and haven’t understood you.  
Believe me, these are your real friends. Truth of love is in such connections.  
About 3-4% of people act contrary to their desire. There is a difference between desires and feelings inside them.  
You should also try to be one of those people, if you think that I want you to avoid of feeling fly you are mistaken. My aim 
is you manage your thoughts and feelings relying on knowledge and understanding of the causes. Be aware that 
management is different from repression. If you want to be a good manager you must know yourself, and have a good 
connection with yourself and love yourself, because no one is closer to you more than you. Then you are the first one who 
must understand you. (We are always looking for someone who understands us but we are unable to understand 
ourselves).  
I suggest friendly, just know your own value, just a little bit, one hour a day is enough.  
Good luck to you at the end of this section. 
* 
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(When you doubt don’t doubt, this is a Rule) 
Reference: De Angelis Barbara, “Are you one of me”, second chapter: Why and how we choose people to love? 
But you should know Participation between MIS. Angelis’s theory and mine is absorbing people and she say’s reason is 
childhood and parents. But I believe reason is in structure of creation because this acting (Attraction and Repulsion) 
affects our imaginations and thoughts and all of our interests. And this kind of affect is more related to creation not to 
childhood or parents. 
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